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1. INTRODUCTION 

Past studies have shown that effective enforcement of environmental regulations improves 

environmental quality (LaPlante and Rilstone 1996; Almer and Goeschl 2010). However, 

regulatory enforcement has rarely been an apolitical process (Short Forthcoming). This paper 

aims to better understand how local governments in China enforce environmental regulations at 

the firm level. We argue that a higher level of fixed asset intensity makes a firm less mobile, 

which in turn makes it less able to present a credible exit threat if a local government targets the 

firm with stringent enforcement. Facing severe environmental issues and pressures from the 

central government to clean up the environment, local governments are therefore more likely to 

target firms with high fixed asset intensity. 

Our theoretical focus on fixed asset intensity differs from past studies of firm-level 

enforcement that emphasize firm ownership and firm financial situation (Wang et al. 2003; 

Wang and Wheeler 2005). Our empirical approach also departs from the existing literature on 

Chinese environmental regulatory enforcement that almost always focuses on pollution levies 

and therefore overlooks other increasingly important regulatory instruments (Chen et al. 2014; 

Maung et al. 2016). In our main analysis, we examine two categories of firm-level regulatory 

actions – pollution levies and punitive actions1 – for 318 nationally key-monitored 

manufacturing firms in Jiangsu, China, 2012-2014. Our main analysis shows that a higher level 

of fixed asset intensity is associated with a higher amount of pollution levies paid and a higher 

chance of receiving a punitive regulatory action. The result holds in several robustness checks 

and an instrumental variable analysis designed to address endogeneity issues associated with 

firm fixed asset intensity. We further explore the causal mechanism and external validity of the 

main finding. We administered an online survey in October 2018 to 534 firm managers in China. 

We show that managers from firms with higher fixed asset intensity indeed perceive their firms 

less mobile; their firms also pay more in environment-related operating costs. Using the 2004 

Chinese Firm-Level Industrial Survey (CFIS), we show that fixed asset intensity is positively 

associated with firm pollution levies in a national sample of 201,926 manufacturing firms.  

This paper advances our understanding of the politics of environmental regulatory 

enforcement by presenting a theoretical angle that focuses on an asset mobility mechanism 

associated with fixed asset intensity. Connecting fixed asset intensity and immobility to 

environmental regulations is not new. In the Pollution Haven literature, for instance, Ederington 

et al. (2005) test the argument that some industries are less geographically mobile, therefore less 

sensitive to cross-country differences in environmental regulatory stringency. Analyzing data of 

Japanese trade patterns, Cole et al. (2010) find that the pollution haven effect is more discernible 

when an industry’s geographical immobility is accounted for. These studies share a common 

assumption that the level of regulatory stringency is uniform within a jurisdiction; firms then 

make relocation decisions based on factors including their mobility. Our theory brings in the 

agency of local regulators and more importantly, it posits that within a jurisdiction, even though 

the de jure regulatory stringency (i.e., regulations on paper) is the same, local regulators impose 

different levels of de facto stringency (i.e., the enforcement of regulations) across firms as a 

function of firm asset mobility.  

 
1 Punitive actions – also known as “regulatory sanctions” (e.g., Seroa de Motta 2006) – often 

include suspension of production, fines, and rectification. The intent has more to do with 

deterrent and remedial than simply punishing firms. 
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This paper speaks to the literature on locally based regulations in China that has identified 

other important determinants in regulatory enforcement and compliance, including local 

regulators’ resource and capacity, local stakeholders’ economic interests, and other social 

factors.2 For instance, Lo et al. (2012) find that insufficient resources and job ambiguity increase 

local officials’ perception of enforcement difficulty, which in turn reduces the frequency of fines 

levied.3 Moreover, based on fieldwork in Yunnan, Sichuan, and Beijing, Van Rooij (2006) shows 

that the root cause of lax enforcement is the conflicts between national regulations and local 

stakeholders (e.g., local industries). Finally, Yan et al. (2016) study farmers’ compliance with 

pesticide rules in Hunan and find that compliance is subject to social norms; for instance, one is 

more likely to comply if others are perceived to comply.  

Elsewhere, Van Rooij et al. (2016), in an introduction of articles on regulatory pluralism in 

China, observe that the literature has predominantly focused on high-income liberal democracies 

and even the emerging literature on regulatory states in the South has not focused on the role of 

regulation in authoritarian states like China. One major takeaway from the studies reviewed in 

Van Rooij et al. (2016) is that although more actors now inhabit the regulatory landscape, the 

state retains control. This resonates with our focus on how local governments regulate firms to 

achieve pollution reduction and minimize the loss in local GDP by strategically targeting 

immobile firms with stringent enforcement. Even though new actors (e.g., NGOs, local 

communities, and judges) have become increasingly important in the study of regulatory 

pluralism, this paper shows that more still needs to be done to better understand the incentives of 

local governments.   

Moreover, by focusing on strategic interactions between local governments and firms in an 

authoritarian state like China, this paper contributes to the literature on regulatory law 

enforcement both generally and more specifically for China. In a review of the recent literature, 

Short (Forthcoming) summarizes theoretical and empirical understanding of how politics affects 

regulatory enforcement. This paper falls into this broad literature on the role of politics in the 

enforcement of regulations. It especially advances our understanding of the role of local officials 

in a non-democratic context and how the cost of enforcement affects enforcement outcomes. In 

Short (Forthcoming), regulators studied are often elected officials; enforcement is modelled as a 

function of personal characteristics such as party affiliation and ideology (Delmas and Toffel 

2008). This paper focuses on local officials in an authoritarian state where in the absence of 

electoral competition, the regulatory pressure for local officials is imposed from the top of the 

political regime. Moreover, the cost of enforcement and compliance is another focus of the past 

literature. Regulators are said to adjust enforcement in responses to regulated entities and local 

communities’ economic conditions, often measured by factors such as employment, firm 

viability, and local economic dependencies (Van Rooij and Lo 2010). Our theoretical focus on 

fixed asset intensity is also about enforcement cost: the expected loss in local GDP if mobile 

firms leave to avoid stringent enforcement is what incentivizes local governments to strategically 

target immobile firms in enforcement.  

Further, our study contributes to another stream of research that examines disparities in 

government regulatory enforcement. Past studies are often drawn from an American context. For 

 
2 Media also has the potential to influence regulatory compliance and enforcement by conducting 

investigations of regulated facilities and exposing noncompliance (Tilt 2007).  
3 On the effects of agency resources such as budget and staff, also see Lo and Leung (2000), Lo 

et al. (2006), and Van Rooij and Lo (2010).  
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instance, empirical studies have examined whether the frequency of inspections is associated 

with characteristics of the areas of the regulated facilities. Collectively these studies often 

demonstrate that race and income disparities affect regulatory enforcement in air and water 

pollution control and drinking water and waste disposal standards (Switzer and Teodoro 2018; 

Spina 2015). Studies on regulatory disparities in the Chinese context are far fewer and often 

focus on firm characteristics such as ownership and financial situation (Wang et al. 2003; Wang 

and Wheeler 2005). Our focus on fixed asset intensity advances this literature by presenting a 

new theory built around a local government’s strategic calculation regarding firm mobility to 

curb pollution while avoiding loss in local economic growth. 

Finally, the empirical contribution of this paper is the use of multiple sources of data, 

including the collection and analyses of data that constitutes a more comprehensive portfolio of 

environmental regulatory instruments. In a developing country context, firm-level regulatory 

action data has been extremely difficult to compile. This is a major reason why empirical studies 

on the enforcement of environmental regulations have heavily focused on developed countries 

(Wang and Wheeler 2005). Most, if not all, of the far fewer studies on developing countries 

concentrate on pollution levies, partly because data on other regulatory instruments such as 

punitive actions were not available until recently. In the Chinese case, they only became usable 

after we engaged in extensive coding of online texts in various formats.  

 

 

2. THEORY 

Political economy studies on asset mobility are now legion. For instance, the capital mobility 

thesis has been explored extensively in cross-country studies of tax competition, welfare state 

retrenchment, and policy convergence (Simmons and Elkins 2004). The main intuition is that 

capital is more likely to move toward economies that are business friendly. By adhering to this 

pattern of movement, mobile capital rewards (by entering) and punishes (by exiting) certain 

countries. The same logic applies to capital mobility within countries. For instance, Malesky 

(2008) and Wang (2015) show that high-mobility firms in Vietnam and China were able to 

bargain for favorable treatment or even institutional changes. Liu and Zhao (2017) find that high 

capital mobility was able to weaken the effect of government initiatives aimed at increasing 

fiscal capacity in Chinese counties.  

Recent studies on the Pollution Haven Hypothesis show that some firms do move, that is, 

follow through on the exit threat, when local governments apply more stringent environmental 

regulations. Dean et al. (2009) find that foreign direct investments in highly polluting industries 

funded through Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan are attracted by weak environmental standards 

in mainland China. Cai et al. (2016) show that water-polluting firms in China are more inclined 

to locate or expand production in downstream counties where the enforcement of regulations is 

more lenient. Zhu et al. (2014) find that Chinese pollution-intensive firms have relocated from 

the coastal province of Zhejiang to inland China, where enforcement of environmental regulation 

is laxer.4 

The Pollution Haven Hypothesis is not without its criticisms. For instance, Vogel (1995) 

was the first to show that with consumers demanding environmentally friendly products, some 

 
4 In some cases, firms have even moved more than once: pulp and paper manufacturers moved 

from Shanghai to Jiangsu in the 1980s and from Jiangsu to Anhui or Jiangxi in 2005 (Kong et al. 

2010).  
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firms adopt higher environmental process standards. More importantly, almost all existing cross-

national and subnational studies on the Pollution Haven Hypothesis focus on firms’ decisions to 

relocate to jurisdictions with less strict regulatory regimes, with the underlying assumption that 

the level of regulatory stringency is uniform within a jurisdiction. However, this assumption 

ignores the agency of the regulators. Within a jurisdiction, even though regulatory stringency is 

the same on paper, the enforcement is far from being uniform across firms.5  

Indeed, an extensive literature analyzes the politics of monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental regulations in developed countries. A rich literature in American politics shows 

that factors such as local community characteristics and facility ownership affect government 

enforcement decisions. For example, Konisky and Teodoro (2016) find that American regulatory 

agencies are much less likely to target facilities of public ownership and located in minority 

communities. Outside the US or the OECD context, however, far fewer studies have been done. 

Among developing countries, China has received the greatest scholarly attention (Blackman et 

al. 2018). But even for this most-studied developing country, the few existing studies focus 

almost exclusively on the impact of firm ownership and a firm’s financial situation (Wang and 

Wheeler 2005; Chen et al. 2014): firms with state ownership are treated more favorably because 

of political connections; local governments treat firms in dire financial situations more cautiously 

because they worry about the risks of bankruptcy caused by heavy regulation, which would hurt 

local economy.  

Our theoretical focus on fixed asset intensity departs from these past studies. We advance 

an argument connecting fixed asset intensity to firm-level regulatory enforcement. Firms with a 

higher share of fixed assets (e.g., buildings and equipment) are less mobile. This is because 

relative to non-fixed assets such as accounts receivable and intangible assets, fixed assets incur 

much greater costs of either replacement or transportation. Indeed, many fixed assets can be 

categorized as sunk costs. They are more likely to be used by local governments as hostage to 

capture more benefits (Vernon 1971). In other words, such firms have less bargaining power 

against the government because they cannot credibly threaten to exit.  

In China, the central government sets the environmental policy objectives. In response to 

objectives set by the central government, provincial governments design their own enforcement 

plans and allocate regulatory burdens to prefectural cities and counties. City and county leaders’ 

performance evaluations now include how well they have implemented pollution reduction 

plans. As a function of this change in cadre evaluation since the 11th Five-year Plan (2006-2010), 

local officials are currently driven by multiple important imperatives. They are expected to 

generate economic growth, which has been and still is the most important indicator for career 

advancement (Heberer and Senz 2011). At the same time, they must meet environmental targets, 

the failure of which will constitute a veto at the annual evaluation. Unfortunately, these two 

imperatives can be at odds with each other as GDP growth has often been achieved at the 

expense of the environment in China.  

In theory, improving environmental quality does not have to impede economic growth. The 

Porter Hypothesis posits that strict environmental regulations can induce efficiency and 

encourage innovations that improve productivity (Porter and van der Linde 1995). However, 

 
5 Enforcement intensity also varies across localities within a jurisdiction. He et al. (Forthcoming) 

show that because water monitoring stations can only capture pollution from upstream, local 

officials have a spatial discontinuity in enforcing tighter regulations on firms that locate 

immediately upstream of monitoring stations.  
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empirical evaluations suggest that stricter regulations only led to modest long-term gains in 

productivity (Ambec et al. 2013). Local leaders in China have a short time horizon: the average 

tenure of a prefecture party secretary between 2001 and 2010 is a mere 2.5 years (Cao et al. 

2019). This not only lowers their incentive in imposing strict environmental regulation but also 

in making medium- and long-term green investments given that such investments often take a 

long time to bear fruit. During a short period of time, how can a local leader achieve higher 

economic growth and more pollution reduction? One way of achieving this, we argue, is by 

targeting firms with different levels of enforcement stringency: firm mobility is a key factor in 

local governments’ calculation.      

More specifically, to reduce local pollution, stringent environmental regulations need to be 

implemented for manufacturing firms (LaPlante and Rilstone 1996; Almer and Goeschl 2010). 

However, stringent regulations increase production costs for firms. For instance, for a small 

paper factory in China that on average discharges 327,800 tons of wastewater yearly, the cost of 

reducing 90% suspended solids is $452,364 in 1994 (Dasgupta et al. 2001). Affected firms will 

seek to relocate to regions with laxer regulations. Stricter environmental regulations will hurt 

economic growth if firms relocate to other localities. The good news for local governments is the 

fact that firms, even those within the same industry, vary in their ability to relocate.  

 Therefore, knowing that firms have varying capacities to exercise this exit strategy, as a 

rational actor, a local government should design an enforcement strategy that maximize its 

objective function that balances economic growth with environmental protection. On the one 

hand, such a strategy involves a more lenient enforcement of environmental regulations on 

mobile firms so that they would stay, and local economic growth can be sustained. On the other 

hand, stricter enforcement would be imposed on less-mobile firms: without a credible exit threat, 

these firms would have to improve their environmental performance in response to a more 

stringent enforcement of environmental regulations so that local pollution can be reduced. In 

sum, we expect:  

 

Hypothesis: firms with higher fixed asset intensity are more likely to be targeted by more 

stringent enforcement of environmental regulations from local governments.   

 

 

3. DATA 

Sample of Firms in Main Analysis 

Our main analysis uses firm-level regulatory actions for 318 national key monitored polluting 

manufacturing firms in Jiangsu, 2012–2014.6 We choose to focus on nationally key monitored 

manufacturing firms instead all manufacturing firms for our main analysis because of data 

availability of the dependent variables: for instance, provincial EED’s websites only provide 

pollution levy data for key monitored firms. We choose Jiangsu province because Jiangsu is a 

province with a diverse portfolio of manufacturing, which allows us to take advantage of a 

 
6 Key monitored polluting firms also include water treatment plants and power plants. We 

choose not to include water treatment plants because they are not manufacturing firms. We 

exclude power plants not only because they are not manufacturing firms, but also, they are in a 

strategically key sector and is subject to different regulations.  
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greater degree of variation in our key independent variable – firm fixed asset intensity.7 Out of 

the 31 manufacturing industries included in the CFIS, 25 are included in our Jiangsu sample of 

318 key monitored firms.8  

 

Figure 1: Distribution of key monitored manufacturing firms, Jiangsu, 2012-2014. 

 

 
  

 
7 Mid-2000s is a time that the central government stepped up significantly the environmental 

campaign. Environmental cadre evaluation was included for the first time in the 11th Five-Year 

Plan (2006-2010). However, this major policy shift does not affect firm location choice for our 

Jiangsu sample of firms, therefore does not bias our main result. First, 83% of the firms in our 

sample were in Jiangsu before 2006. Second, for the rest 17% that started their operations in 

Jiangsu after 2006, their location choice is unlikely a function of this major policy shift. If firms’ 

location decision started to include regulatory stringency and fixed asset intensity in 2006, firms 

located to Jiangsu in and after 2006 should be different from those already in Jiangsu before 

2006. We plot the distributions of the firm fixed asset intensity variable for firms established 

before and after 2006 in Jiangsu in Figure E-1 of the online appendix. Their distributions look 

almost identical. Therefore, there is unlikely any major change in firms’ location decisions 

around 2006.  
8 The other two provinces with a similar level of diverse manufacturing are Guangdong and 

Zhejiang. We do not choose Zhejiang because the first year for which pollution levy data is 

available for Zhejiang is 2013: this is the last year for which we have data on firm characteristics 

from the CFIS. We do not choose to focus on Guangdong because Guangdong has a much 

smaller number of key monitored firms than Jiangsu: e.g., in 2012, the number of key monitored 

firms in Guangdong is 59.8% of that of Jiangsu.     
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In China, the central government keeps a list of key polluting firms. These key polluting 

firms are large enough to be included in the CFIS, which includes information for all state-

owned enterprises and all non-state-owned enterprises whose sales are above 20 million RMB 

annually. Key monitored polluting firms account for 65 percent of the total industrial water and 

air pollution.9 Taking key monitored air polluting firms in 2007 as an example, 80,000 firms 

surveyed nationwide in 2005 were ranked in order of SO2, soot, and dust. For each pollutant, 

environmental agencies total the emissions, starting from the largest emitting firm, then the 

second largest, and so forth until the aggregate amount accounts for 65 percent of the total 

emissions of the pollutant in China. Firms whose emissions are counted in this 65 percent are 

considered national-level key monitored air-polluting firms. The final list includes those that 

appear at least once on three pollutant lists (SO2, soot, dust). Figure 1 shows the locations of the 

318 key monitored firms included in our study: these key monitored firms cover all regions of 

the province. Figure A-1 of the appendix displays their industry breakdown.      

 

Firm-Level Regulatory Actions  

Since a centralized database of regulation action data does not exist in China, we compiled our 

data from multiple sources. For firm pollution levies, we obtain data from the website of the 

Department of Environmental Protection of Jiangsu province. This variable is measured in 

thousand RMB, in logarithm. Figure A-2(a) of the online appendix shows its density 

distributions. Pollution levies are environmental taxes levied based on the amount of pollution. 

There are problems associated with this levy system (Jiang and Mckibbin 2002). First, the 

average level of pollution levy is often too low to create a real incentive for firms to improve. 

Second, if a firm emits multiple pollutants, it only pays for its worst-performing pollutant. Third, 

before 2007, about 80 percent of levies went back to firms for environmental projects and/or 

equipment purchases as state loans and subsidies. Pollution levies paid by firms are also tax 

exempt. Finally, local governments can offer exemptions.  

For punitive actions, the best source for raw data is from the Institute of Public and 

Environmental Affairs (IPE), a non-profit environmental research organization based in Beijing. 

Its website has over a million records of firm-level environmental regulatory actions that it has 

collected from various government websites and news reports.10 The challenge for scholarly 

research is that these records are in Chinese texts of various formats (e.g., txt, PDF, and even 

various image formats).11 Indeed, the coding of firm-level punitive actions was the most time-

consuming part of our data collection.   

It is unlikely that IPE would miss incidents regarding firms included in our analysis 

because they are nationally key monitored firms. 2012-2014 was characterized by a strong social 

attention and media scrutiny on environmental issues. The Environmental Information 

Disclosure Measures came into force in 2008. It forces governmental authorities at all levels and 

major industrial polluters to disclose environmental information to the public. Provincial-level 

Environmental Protection Bureaus must disclose information on environmental laws and 

 
9 Online Appendix C has a detailed discussion on selecting key monitored firms.  
10 http://www.ipe.org.cn/IndustryRecord/Regulatory.aspx?keycode=343j9f9ri329293r3rixxx, 

accessed May 22, 2018.    
11 Appendix D has an example of a firm-level environmental regulatory action, including the 

original Chinese text and an English translation.  

http://www.ipe.org.cn/IndustryRecord/Regulatory.aspx?keycode=343j9f9ri329293r3rixxx
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regulations, environmental quality, environmental management and supervision, and 

environmental accidents and emergency responses (Zhang et al. 2016).12 

Punitive actions often include suspension of production, fines, and rectification. As a first 

step, and due to the small number of firms that received any punitive actions during 2012–2014 – 

a mere 9.35 percent of all firm-years – we code a dummy variable (punitive action) that equals 1 

if a firm received any punitive action in a year and 0 otherwise. Punitive actions have become 

more prevalent in recent years in China. Command-and-control regulations such as punitive 

actions, when strictly enforced, are more likely to bring about pollution reduction (Harrington 

and Morgenstern 2004). In China, the central requirement to meet binding pollution reduction 

targets increases the local incentive to use punitive actions. However, we are not making an 

argument that the government should only choose one policy instrument between pollution levies 

and punitive actions.13 Figure A-2(b) of the online appendix shows the distribution of this 

variable.  

 

Key Explanatory Variables  

The CFIS provides a numerical value for fixed asset for each firm included.14 We use the CFIS 

data to create two firm-year-level fixed asset intensity variables: one defined as fixed asset as a 

percentage annual output (logged) and the other fixed asset as a percentage annual sale (logged). 

Firm output and sales are highly correlated (at 0.99), therefore, some of our robustness checks in 

the main text only use one of the two variables. This choice of fixed asset intensity follows past 

studies such as Ederington et al. (2005) and Liu and Zhao (2017). Liu and Zhao (2017), for 

example, argue that because relative to non-fixed assets (e.g. account receivables and intangible 

assets), fixed assets usually incur greater costs of replacement or transportation, firms with a 

higher share of assets as fixed assets (e.g. buildings and machinery) will be less mobile.   

After presenting our main results and robustness checks, we use instrumental variables to 

account for potential endogeneity issues associated with firm-year-level fixed asset intensity 

variables. Our instrument is industry-year level fixed asset intensity based on firms from all 

Chinese provinces. The idea is that industry characteristics – including fixed asset intensity – are 

largely determined exogenously by technology. Specifically, for a given industry-year, we take 

the median of firm-year fixed asset to output ratios (𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦

) and the 

 
12 In a recently released report (https://wwwoa.ipe.org.cn//Upload/202001091245122846.pdf, 

accessed November 2020), IPE suggests that the scope of information disclosure should expand 

from key monitored firms to other firms, implying that missing information on punitive actions 

are mostly from non-key monitored firms. Jiangsu also outperforms other provinces in 

environmental information disclosure: e.g., according to IPE’s 2012 report, Jiangsu started 

disclosing pollution data of key monitored polluting firms since March 1, 2013.  
13 Regarding the relative effectiveness of punitive actions (command-and-control regulation) vs. 

pollution levies (market incentive-based regulation), the literature suggests that for developing 

countries, market incentive-based regulation often plays a supporting role rather than replaces 

command-and-control regulation. A primary reason is that the administrative complexity of 

implementing market incentive-based regulation often exceeds the institutional capacity in 

developing countries (O’Connor 1999).  
14 The CFIS does not provide fixed assert data broken into categories such as land, buildings, and 

equipment. Therefore, we cannot tell what types of fixed assets predominate in the data and 

whether these vary across types of firms.  

https://wwwoa.ipe.org.cn/Upload/202001091245122846.pdf
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median of firm-year fixed asset to sales ratios (𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦

), for all firms in this 

industry-year included in the CFIS. The distributions of fixed asset intensity measures at the 

firm-year level are right skewed. For such skewed distributions, it is better to use median 

measures to capture the central tendency in the data.15  

 

Control Variables  

We control for a battery of firm-level characteristics including ownership dummies, profit rate, 

output (logged, 1000 RMB), income tax paid (logged, 1000 RMB), age (logged), and wage 

contribution. Ownership is one theoretical focus of past studies. Local governments treat firms in 

dire financial situations more cautiously because they worry about the risks of bankruptcy caused 

by heavy regulation (Wang et al. 2003). We therefore include firm profit rate, which is a firm’s 

profit to total output ratio. 
Table 1:  Descriptive Statistics.  

Variable Names N Mean SD Min Max 

punitive action 727 0.0935 0.2914 0 1 

pollution levy (log 1000RMB) 692 5.2472 2.6919 -2.3026 11.1548 

state-owned enterprise (SOE) 727 0.1623 0.3690 0 1 

collectively owned 727 0.0220 0.1468 0 1 

privately owned 727 0.5103 0.5002 0 1 

HMT owned (Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan) 727 0.1238 0.3296 0 1 

foreign owned 727 0.1816 0.3858 0 1 

firm total output (log 1000RMB) 727 6.5702 1.8051 3.0182 11.8818 

firm income tax (log 1000RMB) 719 -0.4495 4.1036 -6.9078 6.8362 

firm age (log) 727 2.6683 0.6406 1.0986 5.0039 

firm wage contribution (%) 727 0.4128 1.0258 0.0007 13.3484 

firm profit rate 727 0.0514 0.0914 -0.5654 0.6628 

environmental violation 727 0.1472 0.3545 0 1 

fixed assets as % of output (log) 727 3.2957 1.0714 -2.3026 6.7830 

fixed assets as % of sale (log) 727 3.3045 1.0803 -2.3026 6.6921 

fixed asset per output median
industry

 727 0.1385 0.0264 0.0681 0.2327 

fixed asset per sale median
industry

 727 0.1418 0.0276 0.0685 0.2327 

Note: We add 0.1 before taking the logarithm for variables such as pollution levy (log 1000RMB); this 

is the reason why some of the minimum values is -2.3026:  -2.3026= log(0 + 0.1). 

 

We include firm output to control for firm size. Firm income tax might affect government 

decisions because those making more fiscal contributions might enjoy greater bargaining power 

with the government. We use the age of a firm as a proxy for technological advancement, 

assuming older firms use less efficient technology and machinery (Huergo and Jaumandreu 

2004; Balasubramanian and Lee 2008). Firms that provide more employment to the local 

economy might be protected by local government. Ideally, we should use a firm’s employment 

as a percentage of local employment. But the firm employee variable from the CFIS has too 

many missing values. Instead, we use firm wage contribution (%), which is a firm’s total wage as 

a percentage of the total wage paid in a prefecture-year.16 Table 1 presents the summary 

statistics. Table A-1 of the online appendix has the correlation statistics. 

 

 
15 Median measures are our preferred measures even though we obtain similar results using mean 

measures in our instrumental variable analysis. 
16 Data on the total wage in a prefecture-year is from Chinese City Statistics.  
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Controlling Pollution Baseline  

Is it possible that firms with more fixed assets simply emit more pollution and therefore are 

subject to more government regulatory actions? One strategy is to control for a baseline of firm-

level pollution. However, simply adding firm emissions is both problematic and practically 

difficult. First, emissions can be a function of regulatory actions: if firm adjusts its pollution after 

receiving a fine, regulatory actions then affect firm-level pollution, introducing a reverse 

causality. Second, one firm can emit various pollutants. The Jiangsu data records 21 pollutant 

indicators. It is hard to combine all indicators into a single pollution baseline. Finally, these 

pollutant variables have many missing values.  

Not controlling for a pollution baseline creates an omitted variable bias only when the 

baseline correlates with the key explanatory variable. Table 2 presents the correlation 

coefficients between measures of fixed asset intensity and six major firm-level pollutant 

indicators.17 None of the six firm-level pollutant indicators correlates with fixed asset measures: 

the only correlations that are larger than 0.10 in absolute value are those between NH per output 

and firm fixed asset; but these are negative correlations. Therefore, we can be less concerned 

about such an omitted variable bias.  

That being said, we do control for pollution level by including a dummy variable indicating 

whether there was any instance of emitted pollution exceeding the government-set levels for a 

firm in a given year. This environmental violation variable serves as a proxy for the baseline of a 

firm’s environmental performance.18  

 
Table 2: correlations between firm-level pollutants and measures of fixed asset intensity. 

 COD 

per output 

NH 

per output 

TP 

per output 

NOx 

per output 

SO2 

per output 

Soot 

per output 

Fixed assets as % of output (log) −0.004 −0.143 −0.025 0.047 0.035 0.053 

Fixed assets as % of sales (log) −0.003 −0.133 −0.016 0.047 0.034 0.052 

Note: pollutant measures are standardized by a firm’s total output. 

 

 
 

4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

Main Results  

We use OLS regressions to model a firm’s pollution levies (logged 1000RMB) and punitive 

action (1/0): the latter is a binary measure – we essentially use linear probability models for 

punitive action. All model specifications include prefecture, industry, and year fixed effects.19 

Other than the environmental violation variable, all right-hand side variables are lagged by a year 

to alleviate potential reverse causalities. We cluster standard errors at the prefecture level.20   

Table 3 present the main results: we include two model specifications for each dependent 

variable. Column (1) and (2) present the results for pollution levies. Here, both firm fixed asset 

intensity variables are positively associated with pollution levies. Not only are the positive 

 
17 These include three water-related pollutants: COD (chemical oxygen demand), NH 

(ammonia), and TP (total phosphorus); and three air-related pollutants: NOx (nitrogen dioxide 

and nitric oxide), SO2 (sulfur dioxide), and soot. 
18 This variable also does not correlate with firm fixed asset intensity (Table A-1 of appendix).   
19 Jiangsu has 13 prefectures. Firms from 25 industries are included in our analysis.  
20 Clustering at the industry level does not change our main result.  
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effects statistically significant, but they are also substantively important. Both the pollution 

levies and firm fixed asset variables are logged so that the coefficient can be interpreted as 

elasticities. Using the coefficient in Column (1) as an example, one percent increase in fixed 

asset intensity is associated with 0.399 percent increase in pollution levies. 

Turning to the control variables, we find that collectively owned firms are associated with 

more pollution levies, compared to private firms (the baseline category). In our data, firm 

ownership does not correlate with firm-level pollution: for instance, collective ownership’s 

correlations with NOx, SO2, soot, NH, and COD are 0.13, 0.14, -0.09, -0.08, and -0.1. Therefore, 

it is unlikely that collectively owned firms pay more pollution fees simply because they pollute 

more. We do not find any significant effect associated with other ownerships, including state 

ownership. This finding is different from past studies, which often find that local governments 

protect SOEs via lower pollution levies (Wang et al. 2003; Maung et al. 2016).  

Meanwhile, larger (Firm total output (logged)) and older (Firm age (logged)) firms and 

firms that paid a higher amount of taxation (Firm income tax (logged)) are associated with more 

pollution levies. A firm’s contribution to local employment (Firm wage contribution (%)), on the 

other hand, is unrelated to pollution levies. Environmental violation increases pollution levies, 

which suggests that the baseline of firm environmental performance matters when governments 

implement environmental regulations. 
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Table 3: Explaining pollution levies and punitive actions, Jiangsu, 2012-2014.  

 Dependent variable: 

 Pollution Levies Punitive Action 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Fixed assets as % of output (log) 0.399***  0.014*  

 (0.079)  (0.008)  

Fixed assets as % of sales (log)  0.386***  0.014* 

  (0.076)  (0.008) 

Firm Ownership (baseline: private)     

     

State-owned enterprise (SOE) 0.418 0.447 0.120* 0.120* 

 (0.270) (0.274) (0.065) (0.065) 

Collectively owned 0.627** 0.636** 0.117** 0.117** 

 (0.295) (0.297) (0.046) (0.046) 

HMT Owned 0.354 0.370 0.021 0.020 

 (0.316) (0.316) (0.025) (0.024) 

Foreign Owned 0.111 0.132 −0.040* −0.040* 

 (0.294) (0.293) (0.022) (0.022) 

Firm profit rate −0.100 −0.131 0.079 0.083 

 (0.634) (0.630) (0.172) (0.171) 

Firm total output (logged) 0.374*** 0.374*** 0.010 0.010 

 (0.056) (0.056) (0.008) (0.008) 

Firm income tax (logged) 0.043* 0.043* −0.006 −0.006 

 (0.025) (0.025) (0.006) (0.006) 

Firm wage contribution (%) 0.017 0.012 −0.004 −0.004 

 (0.128) (0.128) (0.007) (0.007) 

Firm age (logged) 0.311*** 0.318*** 0.003 0.003 

 (0.114) (0.115) (0.018) (0.018) 

Environmental violation 0.297** 0.298** −0.021 −0.022 

 (0.137) (0.138) (0.032) (0.032) 

Year fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Prefecture fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Industry fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Clustered s.e. (prefecture) √ √ √ √ 

Observations 611 611 719 719 

Adjusted R2 0.669 0.668 0.077 0.077 

Note: model 1-2 (pollution levies in logged 1000RMB) and model 3-4 (punitive action measured as a binary 

variable) are estimated by OLS; all right-hand side variables except for environmental violation are lagged by one 

year. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01.  

 

 

 

Column (3) and (4) in Table 3 present the results that explain government punitive actions. 

Both of our measures of firm fixed asset intensity are positively associated with the dependent 

variable. Though the statistical significance level is lower than the case of pollution levies.21 

 
21 This difference in statistical significance levels is because there is more variation in the 

pollution levy variable: pollution levy is a continuous variable and it has significant variation to 

be explained, while the punitive action is binary. Moreover, the mean of this punitive action 

variable is 0.093, which means that less than 10% of the observations have a value of 1, the rest 

are 0s. The rarity of 1s in this variable makes statistical inference more difficult. 
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Regarding the substantive effect, Column (3) and (4) have the same mean coefficient estimate, 

0.014, which suggests that a one-unit increase in the fixed asset intensity variable is associated 

with a 0.014 increase in the probability that a firm receives a punitive action.22 This is not a small 

increase because the average chance a firm receives a punitive action in a year is 0.094 in our 

data: an increase of 0.014 in probability is an almost 15% increase from this average chance.23   

Among the control variables, only ownership variables are associated with punitive action. 

Collectively owned firms and state-owned firms are associated with a higher chance of receiving 

a punitive action, compared to the baseline category, private firms. Foreign ownership is 

associated with a lower chance of punitive action, which suggests that foreign firms have been 

treated better when it comes to punitive actions. 

 

Robustness Checks 

Table 4 presents model specifications with fewer control variables. In addition to a firm fixed 

asset intensity variable, Column (1) and (5) only include ownership variables and a firm profit 

variable – variables found to affect regulatory decisions from past studies (Wang and Wheeler 

2005). Column (2) and (6) include firm total output (logged) and firm income tax (logged). In 

Column (3) and (7), firm wage contribution (%) is added to control for a firm’s contribution to 

local employment. Finally, we add firm age in Column (4) and (8): the only difference between 

these two model specifications and those in Table 3 is the environmental violation variable. 

Across all model specifications, firm fixed asset intensity is positively associated with the 

dependent variables. In Table 4 we only use fixed assets as % of sales (log); Table A-2 of the 

online appendix has regression results when using fixed assets as % of output (log) variable: 

results are similar.   

Moreover, the national list of key monitored firms changes annually as a function of firms’ 

annual emissions. As a result, some firms enter/leave the list and our data in different years. Our 

main analysis is therefore based on a unbalanced panel data. Table 5 shows the results when we 

limit our analysis to the 168 firms that are included in all three years. We lose around one third 

of observations compared to regressions in Table 3. Yet we find similar results. Indeed, the 

magnitudes of the substantive effects are slightly bigger than those in Table 3: e.g., the 

coefficient in Column (1) of Table 5 suggest that one percent increase in firm fixed asset 

intensity is associated with 0.436 percent increase in pollution levies. 

Finally, we have argued earlier that it is difficult and potentially problematic to control for 

firm-year level emissions. In this section though, we conduct a robustness check by adding a 

 
22 Fixed assets as % of output (log) has a standard deviation of 1.08: one-unit increase is 

therefore almost one standard deviation increase.  
23 A punitive action sends a strong signal to a local firm; it is also very visible to the public and 

other firms. Yet, punitive actions can also be a tricky instrument. Local governments might be 

concerned about using this instrument too often so that they develop a reputation of being harsh 

on firms in environmental regulations. This reputation deters future investments. Pollution levies 

are more subtle: for the public and other firms, it is difficult to tell whether a given amount is 

higher or lower than expected. Compared with punitive actions, levies put pressure on firms to 

improve environmental performances without creating an image of an overly aggressive local 

government. Local governments might use levies more often when they need to regulate firms 

based on fixed assets, which might explain a stronger substantive effect of fixed asset intensity 

on pollution levies. 
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firm-year total emissions variable. A firm pays for the top three air and top three water pollutants 

that it emits. In theory, for each pollutant, the government first generates an environmental 

equivalent by weighing pollutant emissions by an environmental impact factor and then 

multiplies the equivalent by a fee rate. The sum of fees calculated for these six pollutants serves 

as the baseline for the total amount of fees a firm pays. For each firm in the sample, we keep the 

top three air and top three water pollutants and construct the total emissions variable by adding 

up the emissions of the six pollutants (by weight). Adding this variable excludes key-monitored 

firms of 2012 because of data unavailability for this year. Moreover, for 2013 and 2014, many 

missing values exist, which further reduces the number of observations to less than half of the 

observations in Table 3.  

Table 6 presents the results. Column (1)-(4) are pollution levies regressions. Note Column 

(2)/(4) leaves out the total firm emission variable while using the same sample as in Column 

(1)/(3) when we include the total firm emission variable: the goal is to see whether our 

estimation of the fixed asset intensity variables would change significantly once we control for 

firm emissions. In Column (1) and (3), both fixed asset intensity variables are still statistically 

significant; the magnitudes of the coefficient estimates are similar to our main results in Table 3. 

The emission variable is positive and significant. However, removing this variable in Column 

(2)/(4) does not change the estimate of the fixed asset intensity variables, which confirms our 

previous argument that because of low correlations between fixed asset intensity and firm 

emissions, excluding the emission variable does not introduce an omitted variable bias.  

Column (5)-(8) are regressions of punitive action. Column (6)/(8) leaves out the total firm 

emission variable while using the same sample as in Column (5)/(7); the emission variable is not 

statistically significant. This makes sense because punitive actions are often issued based on 

violations that do not always correlate with total firm emissions. Many punitive actions are 

issued based on procedural violations: for example, when a firm built a production line without 

government approval. The mean coefficient estimates of the fixed asset intensity variables are 

similar to our main results in Table 3; but they are not statistically significant, because of a much 

smaller sample size: we now have less than half of the observations compared to our main result 

regressions in Table 3.  
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Table 4: Explaining pollution levies and punitive actions, Jiangsu, 2012-2014 – models with fewer control variables.   

 Dependent variable: 

 Pollution Levies Punitive Action 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Fixed assets as % of sales (log) 0.416*** 0.384*** 0.384*** 0.392*** 0.013* 0.014* 0.014* 0.014* 

 (0.089) (0.076) (0.076) (0.077) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) 

Firm Ownership (baseline: private)         

         

State-owned enterprise (SOE) 0.986** 0.640** 0.638** 0.474* 0.128* 0.120* 0.119* 0.118* 

 (0.383) (0.311) (0.311) (0.278) (0.065) (0.066) (0.066) (0.066) 

Collectively owned 0.988*** 0.592** 0.594** 0.639** 0.118** 0.118** 0.117*** 0.117** 

 (0.229) (0.259) (0.261) (0.311) (0.049) (0.046) (0.045) (0.046) 

HMT Owned 0.597 0.361 0.358 0.357 0.024 0.020 0.021 0.021 

 (0.371) (0.322) (0.327) (0.319) (0.025) (0.024) (0.024) (0.025) 

Foreign Owned 0.384 0.115 0.113 0.126 −0.035* −0.040* −0.040* −0.039* 

 (0.347) (0.304) (0.308) (0.288) (0.019) (0.021) (0.021) (0.022) 

Firm profit rate 1.570* −0.121 −0.087 −0.010 0.013 0.080 0.076 0.076 

 (0.921) (0.650) (0.672) (0.659) (0.127) (0.167) (0.162) (0.164) 

Firm total output (logged)  0.375*** 0.366*** 0.368***  0.008 0.010 0.010 

  (0.059) (0.061) (0.056)  (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) 

Firm income tax (logged)  0.050** 0.049* 0.038  −0.006 −0.006 −0.006 

  (0.025) (0.027) (0.024)  (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) 

Firm wage contribution (%)   0.034 0.019   −0.004 −0.004 

   (0.141) (0.130)   (0.007) (0.007) 

Firm age (logged)    0.330***    0.002 

    (0.118)    (0.017) 

Year fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Prefecture fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Industry fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Clustered s.e. (prefecture) √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Observations 619 611 611 611 727 719 719 719 

Adjusted R2 0.600 0.660 0.659 0.666 0.092 0.080 0.079 0.078 

Note: model 1-4 (levies in logged 1000RMB) and model 5-8 (punitive action as a binary variable) are estimated by OLS; all right-hand side variables are 

lagged by one year. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Table 5: Explaining pollution levies and punitive actions, Jiangsu, 2012-2014, using only firms that 

are included in all three years.    

 Dependent variable: 

 Pollution Levies Punitive Action 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Fixed assets as % of output (log) 
0.436

***
 

 
0.016

*
 

 

 (0.087)  (0.009)  

     

Fixed assets as % of sales (log)  
0.416

***
 

 
0.018

*
 

  (0.081)  (0.009) 

Firm Ownership (baseline: private)     

     

State-owned enterprise (SOE) 
0.481

**
 0.514

**
 0.138

*
 0.138

*
 

 (0.241) (0.247) (0.073) (0.072) 

Collectively owned 
0.550

**
 0.560

**
 0.123

**
 0.123

**
 

 (0.258) (0.262) (0.057) (0.058) 

HMT Owned 0.260 0.277 0.054 0.053 

 (0.363) (0.364) (0.051) (0.051) 

Foreign Owned 0.042 0.068 −0.013 −0.013 

 (0.342) (0.339) (0.034) (0.033) 

Firm profit rate 0.633 0.589 0.185 0.193 

 (1.122) (1.115) (0.163) (0.163) 

Firm total output (logged) 
0.406

***
 0.406

***
 

0.004 0.004 

 (0.076) (0.076) (0.010) (0.010) 

Firm income tax (logged) 0.007 0.007 −0.012 −0.012 

 (0.027) (0.027) (0.009) (0.008) 

Environmental violation 0.338 0.339 −0.028 −0.028 

 (0.218) (0.220) (0.051) (0.051) 

Firm wage contribution (%) 0.037 0.032 0.012 0.012 

 (0.137) (0.138) (0.014) (0.013) 

Firm age (logged) 
0.326

**
 0.338

**
 

0.002 0.003 

 (0.140) (0.141) (0.016) (0.016) 

Year fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Prefecture fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Industry fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Clustered s.e. (prefecture) √ √ √ √ 

Observations 433 433 509 509 

Adjusted R
2

 
0.668 0.666 0.083 0.084 

Note: model 1-2 (levies in logged 1000RMB) and model 3-4 (punitive action as a binary variable) 

are estimated by OLS; all right-hand side variables except for environmental violation are lagged 

by one year. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Table 6: Jiangsu Sample with Emission Control. 

 

 Dependent Variable: 

 Pollution Levies Punitive Action 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Fixed assets as % of output (log) 0.355** 0.369***   0.009 0.008   

 (0.144) (0.130)   (0.017) (0.018)   

Fixed assets as % of sales (log)   0.331** 0.344***   0.012 0.011 

   (0.134) (0.120)   (0.017) (0.018) 

Firm Ownership (baseline: private)         

         

State-owned enterprise (SOE) 0.184 0.186 0.222 0.226 0.052 0.051 0.051 0.050 

 (0.268) (0.259) (0.274) (0.266) (0.062) (0.061) (0.062) (0.061) 

Collectively owned 0.697** 0.580** 0.700** 0.582** 0.129 0.133 0.128 0.132 

 (0.297) (0.269) (0.287) (0.262) (0.165) (0.157) (0.166) (0.158) 

HMT Owned 0.087 0.050 0.108 0.072 0.096 0.096 0.095 0.095 

 (0.421) (0.426) (0.421) (0.425) (0.062) (0.063) (0.062) (0.063) 

Foreign Owned −0.083 −0.056 −0.053 −0.025 −0.062* −0.063* −0.063* −0.065* 

 (0.317) (0.322) (0.321) (0.326) (0.034) (0.033) (0.034) (0.033) 

Firm profit rate 0.647 0.424 0.588 0.362 0.155 0.162 0.165 0.172 

 (1.096) (1.157) (1.064) (1.131) (0.207) (0.210) (0.206) (0.208) 

Firm total output (logged) 0.264** 0.318** 0.259** 0.313** 0.021 0.019 0.021 0.019 

 (0.128) (0.137) (0.127) (0.136) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) 

Firm income tax (logged) 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.036 −0.018 −0.018 −0.018 −0.018 

 (0.068) (0.079) (0.069) (0.079) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) 

Environmental violation 0.178 0.261 0.177 0.260 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.003 

 (0.149) (0.172) (0.151) (0.174) (0.045) (0.046) (0.045) (0.046) 

Firm wage contribution (%) 0.028 0.030 0.023 0.024 −0.006 −0.006 −0.006 −0.006 

 (0.139) (0.143) (0.140) (0.145) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 

Firm age (logged) 0.315* 0.350** 0.326** 0.362** 0.008 0.007 0.009 0.009 

 (0.165) (0.151) (0.165) (0.151) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.036) 

Emissions 0.068***  0.068***  −0.003  −0.003  

 (0.022)  (0.022)  (0.005)  (0.005)  

Year fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Prefecture fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Industry fixed effects √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Clustered s.e. (prefecture) √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Observations 295 295 295 295 346 346 346 346 

Adjusted R2 0.652 0.640 0.650 0.638 0.245 0.244 0.245 0.244 

Note: model 1-4 (levies in logged 1000RMB) and model 5-8 (punitive action as a binary variable) are estimated by OLS; all right-hand side variables except for environmental 

violation and emissions are lagged by one year. *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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Instrumenting Firm-Level Fixed Asset Variables  

Using firm-year fixed asset intensity measures might introduce an endogeneity bias because 

firms may reduce fixed asset intensity when facing more stringent regulatory actions (Liu and 

Zhao 2017). This introduces a downward bias because more regulatory actions lower firms’ 

fixed asset intensity, therefore creating a negative causal effect going from regulatory stringency 

to fixed asset intensity. The fact that despite such a potential downward bias, we still find a 

positive relationship between fixed asset intensity and pollution levies/punitive actions increases 

the credibility of our results.  

To address this potential endogeneity issue, we adopt an instrumental variable approach. 

Our instruments are median values of industry-year level fixed asset intensity based on firms 

from all provinces of China: industry level fixed asset intensity is largely determined 

exogenously by technology and unlikely to be endogenous to local government regulations. In 

Table 7, we present the results when we instrument a firm-year-level fixed asset intensity 

variable using an industry-level fixed asset variable and its square term. Using both an industry 

fixed asset measure and its square term as instruments captures more variation in the fitted 

values and thus leave less in the first-stage residuals. This is also consistent with Dieterle and 

Snell (2014) that suggest that using a measure and its square term to instrument for an 

endogenous regressor can improve instrumentation and model fit.24  

Results from Table 7 confirm our main results (Table 3). For instance, in the first model 

specification, we use an industry median variable of fixed asset to output ratios 

(𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦

) and its square term as instruments for the firm-year-level fixed 

asset to output variable. We find that higher fixed asset intensity increases the amount of 

pollution fees paid by a firm. We have argued earlier that if more regulatory actions lower firms’ 

fixed asset intensity, we would observe a negative causal effect going from regulatory stringency 

to fixed asset intensity, which would introduce a downward bias in our OLS estimates. This is 

confirmed by the coefficient estimates from the instrumented fixed asset intensity variables in 

Table 7: they are much larger than the OLS estimates in Table 3. Take Column (1) as an 

example, the one from the instrumental variable analysis is 1.836 while the corresponding OLS 

estimate in Table 3 is 0.399. In Column (3) and (4) in which we explain punitive actions, we also 

find that the estimates from the instrumented fixed asset intensity variables are much larger than 

the OLS estimates in Table 3.25   

 
  

 
24 The same strategy has been applied in recent studies (e.g., Tigre et al. 2017).   
25 The diagnostic statisitics from Table 7 support our instruments. Across all model 

specifications, they pass the weak instruments test. The Wu–Hausman statistic tests shows that 

we can reject the null, suggesting that using firm-level fixed asset variables is indeed likely to 

suffer from the described endogeneity effect. We also report the Sargan test results. The null for 

this overidentifying restrictions test is that the extra instrument is valid. In all model 

specifications, we cannot reject the null, confirming that the extra instrument is valid. 
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Table 7: Explaining pollution levies and punitive actions using instrumental variables, Jiangsu, 

2012-2014.  

 Dependent variable: 

 Pollution Levies Punitive Action 

 (1) (2) (4) (5) 

Fixed assets as % of output (log)𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑  1.836**  0.175*  

 (0.866)  (0.100)  

Fixed assets as % of sale (log)𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑   1.913**  0.176* 

  (0.912)  (0.102) 

Instruments used:      

1): fixed asset per output median
industry

 √  √  

2): (fixed asset per output median
industry

)2 √  √  

3): fixed asset per sale median
industry

  √  √ 

4): (fixed asset per sale median
industry

)2  √  √ 

Weak instruments test  

(p-value) 

2.835  

(0.059) 

2.686  

(0.069) 

5.390  

(0.004) 

5.153  

(0.006) 

Wu-Hausman test  

(p-value) 

4.565  

(0.033) 

5.027  

(0.025) 

3.289  

(0.070) 

3.227  

(0.072) 

Sargan test 0.007 0.001 0.217 0.285 

(p-value) (0.932) (0.977) (0.640) (0.593) 

Control variables √ √ √ √ 

Year fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Prefecture fixed effects √ √ √ √ 

Observations 611 611 719 719 

Note: we use 2SLS, with the same set of control variables as in Table 3; we cannot include fixed industry 

effects because the instrumental variables are measured at the industry level. 

 

 

 

5. CAUSAL MECHANISM AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY 

 

Evidence from a National Survey of Managers 

To see whether firms with higher fixed assets are indeed less likely to relocate, we designed and 

fielded a firm-level survey in October 2018. We used a marketing research firm to recruit 

participant from its subject pool of managers, defined as those holding managerial positions, 

such as general managers, vice presidents, directors, and CEOs. Importantly, the marketing 

research firm was only responsible for participant recruitment, not the design of the 

questionnaire, which was distributed as a link directing the respondent to Qualtrics, where the 

survey was hosted.26  

When the survey was in the field, the firm sent out batches of invitations to a random 

sample of its manager pool to reach our target sample size of 500. This “opt-in” recruitment 

method – all potential respondents meeting the eligibility criteria received invitations, and the 

survey link expired once a pre-set number of responses was reached – made it difficult to 

calculate response rate since the invitations were rolled out in phases rather than according to a 

pre-determined pool size. In total, 534 firm managers successfully completed the survey.27 

Though not drawn from a probability-based sample, our sampled firms, especially those that 

 
26 For studies with the same sampling procedure, see, for example, Li and Zeng (2019). 
27 65 (12.2%) are from Jiangsu, second only to Guangdong (109 firms, 20.4%).  
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reported over 20 million RMB in annual sales, are comparable to the population of firms 

reported in the CFIS in terms of location, ownership, size (by sales), and to some extent 

industrial breakdown.28  

In the survey, we asked each manager to estimate his/her firm’s fixed asset as a percentage 

of annual sales, allowing us to construct a firm-level measure of fixed asset intensity. Table 8 

presents the results from two model specifications on the effects of fixed asset intensity. The 

dependent variable in Column (1) is a binary measure based on the following question: “How 

difficult is it for your firm to move production to a different city within the province?” Firms 

reporting any kind of difficulty are coded as “immobile.” The dependent variable in Column (2) 

is a firm’s environmental expense (logged), based on the following question: “What were your 

firm’s operation costs related to environment (monitoring, auditing, pollution fees, fines, etc.) in 

2017?”  

In both models, we control for firm sales, whether the CEO is a member of the National 

People’s Congress (NPC), whether the board of the firm has NPC members, firm ownership 

dummies, number of employees, firm productivity, how difficult it is to meet environmental 

standards set by the state, and the location of the firm (coastal, central, or western: western is the 

baseline category).29 Finally, we include industry fixed effects.   

Column (1) of Table 8 suggests that managers in firms with higher fixed asset intensity 

indeed consider their firms less likely to relocate.30 With regard to the substantive effect, moving 

from the highest level of fixed asset intensity to the lowest level in the data leads to a 13% 

increase in the probability that a firm is completely mobile. Furthermore, Column (2) shows that 

these same firms incur higher environmental operational expenses including pollution fees and 

fines. Taken together, these results lend support to the asset mobility mechanism and provide 

evidence that our findings from Jiangsu key monitored firms are applicable to the present day 

and to a more diverse set of firms.  
  

 
28 See online Appendix B for more details.  
29 See online Appendix B for summary statistics.  
30 The statistical significance is at the 0.10 level. The nature of survey questions might explain 

why it is not more significant: the fixed asset measure in the survey is based on a somewhat 

subjective estimate by managers, introducing a certain level of noise in the data. Similarly, the 

dependent variable here is also based on respondents’ subjective estimate of firm immobility.  
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Table 8: Testing the effect of fixed asset using survey data.  

  (1) (2) 

 Immobility Environmental Expense 

Fixed Assets as a Percentage of Sales 0.008* 0.007** 

 (0.004) (0.003) 

Privately Owned -0.794*** -0.502** 

 (0.268) (0.219) 

HMT Owned
 a 0.0926 -0.614 

 (0.579) (0.391) 

Foreign Owned -0.553 -1.113*** 

 (0.433) (0.359) 

Collectively Owned -0.747 -0.055 

 (0.640) (0.443) 

Joint Venture -0.546 0.111 

 (0.460) (0.484) 

CEO is NPC Member 0.496 0.111 

 (0.334) (0.251) 

Board Contains NPC Member -0.407 0.379 

 (0.303) (0.239) 

Firm Sales -0.017 0.265*** 

 (0.053) (0.045) 

Number of Employees -0.149 0.171* 

 (0.105) (0.0995) 

Productivity -0.061 -0.358** 

 (0.160) (0.152) 

Difficulty in Meeting Env. Stand. 0.008* 0.007** 

 (0.004) (0.003) 

Coastal Provinces b  -0.017 0.265*** 

 (0.053) (0.045) 

Central Provinces  0.496 0.111 

 (0.334) (0.251) 

Constant -0.407 0.379 

 (0.303) (0.239) 

Industry fixed effects   

Observations 493 508 

Notes: a: HMT Owned refers to Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan ownership; b: western 

province is the baseline category. For ownership variables, the baseline category is state-

owned enterprises (SOE). Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 

p<0.1. 
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Evidence from the 2004 CFIS 

To further examine the generalizability of findings, we fit models on pollution levies using all 

manufacturing firms from the 2004 CFIS.31 2004 is the only year for which the CFIS provides 

information on pollution levies. The 2004 data covers approximately 89.5% of industrial firms in 

China. Our analysis contains 201,926 manufacturing firms, a sample size large enough to test the 

external validity of our findings.  

In the main analysis, we construct firm-level fixed asset intensity variables by calculating 

the percentage of fixed assets in total annual output and sales separately. For consistency, we 

create two measures using CFIS data following the same rule. The only problem is that the 2004 

CFIS data does not have a firm output variable. We use firm intermediate input as a replacement 

because intermediate input determines firm output.32 Moreover, the correlation between 

intermediate input and total sales is 0.958, similar to the correlation between total output and 

total sales in the Jiangsu sample.  

The control variables included are identical to those in the main analysis except for firm 

size and environmental performance variables. Since firm output is not available, we use 

intermediate input or total sales as proxies of firm size. The CFIS has no data on firm pollution 

and environmental violation. Therefore, we cannot control for pollution baseline as we did in our 

main analysis.33 We use prefecture and industry fixed effects and cluster the standard errors at 

the prefecture level.  

In Table 9, the coefficient estimates associated with fixed asset intensity in all models are 

similar in terms of significance and magnitude; they indicate that pollution levies positively 

relate to fixed asset intensity. Comparing to the main results in Table 3, we find that these 

coefficients are highly similar in magnitude to those from the Jiangsu sample. This similarity 

suggests that the estimated effect at this magnitude is not restricted to key monitored firms in 

Jiangsu.34 Note mid-2000s often is considered as an important moment for environmental 

regulations in China. Before this point, even though the central government had also 

implemented various policies to address pollution issues, these efforts often lacked effectiveness. 

To incentivize local governments to adhere to national policies, starting with the 11th Five-Year 

Plan (2006-2010), local officials would be held accountable for environmental protection goals 

set by the central government. The result from using firms from the 2004 CFIS in Table 9, 

 
31 We cannot run punitive action models because the CFIS has no punitive action data.  
32 According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis (https://www.bea.gov/help/faq/185, last 

accessed August 26, 2020), intermediate input refers to goods and services used in the 

production process to produce other goods or services; it equals the total output less value-added.  
33 Admittedly, this could introduce an omitted variable bias. However, based on the sample of 

key monitored firms in Jiangsu, there is no correlation between firm pollution and fixed asset 

intensity (Table 2); this is further confirmed by Table 6 which indicates that adding a firm 

emission variable does not change the estimates of the fixed asset variables.      
34 We see a big drop in R2 from Table 3 to Table 9. Unlike Table 3 that uses a sample of 318 key 

monitored firms, Table 9 uses 201,926 firms, the majority of which non-key monitored firms. 

Government monitoring of non-key monitored firms is much less rigorous. Regulators carry out 

routine inspections for key-monitored polluting firms; they do not do this for non-key-monitored 

firms. As a result, the amount of pollution levies might become less predictable for non-key-

monitored firms because opportunistic firms might under-report their emissions to pay lower 

pollution fees. Therefore, it is more difficult to explain the amount of pollution levies.  

https://www.bea.gov/help/faq/185
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however, seems to suggest that even before the 11th Five-Year Plan in which pollution reduction 

became a binding target for local officials’ promotion, local governments had engaged in the 

type of strategic enforcement of environmental regulations suggested by our theory.  

 
Table 9: Explaining pollution levies using the CFIS 2004 Sample. 

 Dependent Variable: 

 Pollution Levies 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Fixed assets as % of intermediate input (log) 0.31*** 0.25***   

 (0.01) (0.01)   

Fixed assets as % of total sales (log)   0.28*** 0.31*** 

   (0.01) (0.01) 

Firm Ownership (baseline: private)     

     
State-owned enterprise (SOE) 0.20*** 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.22*** 

 (0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) 

Collectively owned −0.07* −0.08* −0.07* −0.08* 

 (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 

HMT Owned −0.17*** −0.18*** −0.13*** −0.19*** 

 (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 

Foreign Owned −0.30*** −0.31*** −0.24*** −0.32*** 

 (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) 

Firm profit rate 0.26*** −0.43** 0.53*** 0.02 

 (0.05) (0.21) (0.14) (0.09) 

Firm intermediate Input (logged) 0.44***  0.41***  

 (0.02)  (0.02)  

Firm total sales (logged)  0.46***  0.47*** 

  (0.02)  (0.02) 

Firm income tax (logged) 0.03*** 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.02*** 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

Firm wage contribution (%) 13.74*** 13.24*** 14.91*** 13.01*** 

 (1.49) (1.45) (1.60) (1.44) 

Firm age (logged) 0.23*** 0.23*** 0.24*** 0.22*** 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

Prefecture fixed effect √ √ √ √ 

Industry fixed effect √ √ √ √ 

Clustered s.e. (prefecture) √ √ √ √ 

Observations 201,926 201,926 201,926 2019,26 

R2 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

To explain variations in firm-level environmental regulatory actions, this paper offers a 

theoretical angle that focuses on the asset mobility mechanism associated with fixed asset 

intensity, bringing in the agency of local regulators and their interests and incentives. Our 

empirical findings from key monitored polluting firms in Jiangsu provides strong and robust 

evidence of the theory. Higher level of firm fixed asset intensity corresponds to a higher amount 

of pollution levies paid and a higher chance of receiving a government punitive action. These 

results suggest that local governments in Jiangsu behave strategically. They are much less likely 

to use heavy pollution levies and punitive actions against firms with low fixed asset intensity 

because such firms could relocate to other jurisdictions. However, pollution fees and punitive 

regulatory actions are often necessary and effective tools to change firms’ environmental 

performance. Facing severe environmental issues and consequent pressures from the central 

government to clean up the environment, local governments are more likely to target firms with 

high fixed asset intensity. Using an original firm-level survey and the national sample of the 

CFIS, we provide evidence that what we find in Jiangsu can be generalized to other parts of the 

country.  

Our approach is not without its empirical limitations. For instance, our analysis uses 

different sources of data: the main analysis is based on one province and on key monitored firms; 

the online survey is based on an almost representative sample of industrial firms in China – but it 

is a small sample of 534 and we do not have punitive action data for this sample; the 2004 CFIS  

includes all manufacturing firms above 5 million RMB in annual sales in China – this sample of 

201,926 firms does not have punitive action data, either. None of the three firm samples is 

perfect. The ideal situation is to have a panel data of all Chinese manufacturing firms for recent 

years with data on both pollution levies and punitive actions. However, such data simply does 

not exist. Therefore, our strategy is to start with a small data set for which we have high quality 

measures for dependent variables and explanatory variables to establish the relationship, both in 

statistical associations and in causal effect. Once we establish these for the Jiangsu sample, we 

use the online survey to find more evidence for the causal mechanism – high fixed asset indeed 

causes low mobility perceived by managers – and to increase the generalizability of our finding. 

Finally, we use the 2004 CFIS to test the external validity/generalizability in a very large sample 

of Chinese manufacturing firms in 2004. 

Future studies can further corroborate our main finding by extending the analyses to 

include more provinces and years, especially regarding government punitive actions. 

Considering that coding punitive actions is very time-consuming, one optimal strategy may 

involve selecting provinces that represent different regions and different levels of economic 

development. Qualitative evidence through interviews with firms and local regulators may also 

help further illuminate the “strategic local government” story. Future research should also bring 

in more dependent variables in addition to pollution levy and punitive action. For example, do 

firms with higher fixed asset intensity receive more on-site inspections?  

Finally, understanding the politics of regulatory enforcement can have significant policy 

implications. The Chinese government has shown great efforts to address environmental and 

climate crisis by experimenting with various new regulatory instruments. Our empirical findings 

suggest that national policymakers will need to consider the strategic thinking of local 

governments in designing these policies to ensure their success. For instance, weakening favorite 

treatments of mobile firms requires lowering their exit threat. However, this is often beyond the 

ability of individual subnational jurisdictions as mobile firms can play one jurisdiction against 
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another. A more effective policy design requires coordination between different jurisdictions and 

monitoring by the central government so that a race to the bottom in de facto environmental 

regulatory stringency can be halted and hopefully reversed.  
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